
Man in the News
He is the surgeon general of the United States. His parents emigrated from India to the

U.K., where he was born in 1977. When he was three years old, his family settled in Miami,
Florida, where he grew up. After graduating from Yale Medical School and Yale Business
School in the same year, he formed a group called “Doctors For America,” which sought to
provide healthcare in poverty stricken neighborhoods. He served three years as surgeon general
in the Obama administration. Soon after President Biden’s inauguration, the president brought
him back to this important position.

Last week, in a TV interview, he voiced his fears about the new surge of COVID cases.
He pointed out that new cases were largely among those who are unvaccinated. He also said that
it would be reasonable for local officials to go back to requiring indoor masks in public places to
help prevent the disease.

Who Am I? (Dr. Vivek Murthy.)



“Fit by 55”: The EU’s ambitious new climate package
For years, scientists have warned people about climate change, or global warming. Now,

it seems we are experiencing more and more negative events caused by global warming. The
good news is that countries around the world have promised to toughen their standards on carbon
emissions. These carbon-rich gases, produced by human activities, trap heat in the atmosphere,
raising the temperature of the planet. The bad news is that very few countries have backed up
their promises with action — and Earth’s temperature continues to rise.

The European Union, or EU, has been a global leader in carbon emissions promises. But
EU officials say they will not fulfill their promises without some immediate changes. For this
reason, the EU just announced a package of anti-pollution laws called “Fit by 55.” These laws
are aimed at reducing carbon emissions by 55 percent over the next ten years.

One of the most important laws being proposed has to do with private vehicle usage in
Europe. This law would ban almost all vehicles that run on fossil fuels like gasoline and diesel.
This would force many Europeans to change to electric vehicles like the Tesla 3 shown here, or
rely on other forms of transportation, such as public transportation, and bicycles. It is important
to note that “Fit by 55” has not passed yet. These laws will be presented to the European
Parliament, which meets in Brussels, Belgium. Some European politicians have already objected,
saying the proposals are too expensive



Below, you see some of the other proposed laws in the “Fit by 55” package. One proposal
would require businesses to pay for every ton of carbon gases they emit. Critics have said that
this might force businesses to move pollution-heavy industries to other countries. But EU
authorities think it will spur new “greener” innovations in these industries. This model extends to
other areas of the business world as well. Extra taxes and duties may be slapped on goods from
nations that continue to pollute.

Certain European ports may not allow foreign ships to dock unless they run on cleaner
fuels. Airlines will also be affected. But some companies are already working on carbon neutral
airplanes. What does “carbon neutral” mean? (That something removes as many carbon gases as
it emits.) Airbus, the largest airplane manufacturer in the world, has even announced plans for a
plane with zero emissions — because it runs on hydrogen.

Another crucial part of “Fit by 55” has to do with how energy is produced. It would
require investment in renewable energy sources to help replace fossil fuels. Many EU countries
have already begun to do this. Solar power grids are being built in many places as well. But some
countries still rely heavily on old technologies. Poland, for example, gets almost 70 percent of its
energy from its huge coal mines. Some people wonder whether the country can really change its
entire energy system by 2030, and whether there are enough jobs to absorb all the workers who
would be displaced by the gradual closing of the mines.



New British banknote features code breaker Alan Turing
Near the end of June 2021, the Bank of England began circulating a new 50-pound

banknote featuring World War Two code breaker Alan Turing. The note was released on what
would have been Turing’s 109th birthday. Turing is the first gay man featured on British
currency. Turing was a British mathematician and computer scientist, who was part of a group of
codebreakers during World War Two. What do you think a code breaker does? (Tries to figure
out secret messages.)

Turing’s efforts helped win the war, but he did not stop there. In 1950, he came up with
the central idea for computer programming. He called it the “Imitation Game,” but today we call
it the “Turing Test.” A film based on Turing’s life, called “The Imitation Game,” was released in
2014 to much critical success. Turing is famous for the work he and other codebreakers did at a
place called Bletchley Park, about 45 miles north of London, England. During World War Two,
many of Great Britain’s top scientists gathered there to solve Nazi Germany’s incredibly difficult
Enigma code. All German war messages were entered into “Enigma machines.” These machines
were the only way to code and decode messages — and the codes changed every day. Turing
knew that he had to build a machine to break this machine-made code. He helped to design huge
machines like the one shown here, known as the Bletchley Park Bombe. Can you imagine people
building this machine by hand in 1940? These machines cracked the “Enigma” code, alerting the
Allies to the Nazis’ war plans. British Prime Minister Winston Churchill once said that breaking
this code was “the secret weapon” that won World War Two.



No one knew what Alan Turing had done for the war effort for many years because his
work was classified by the government. But his theories were very important in the early days of
computer programming. Turing designed computer programs before there were any actual
computers to run them. He helped to develop the ACE computer shown below. Turing also came
up with the idea of a machine that could run any program. This led to developing programming
languages, which could do the same thing on different computers. Without his insights, we might
not have many of the amazing technologies we have today.

Turing also helped to develop the field of artificial intelligence, which is the science of
teaching computers to make decisions the same way humans do. Turing wondered about whether
or not a computer, performing millions of operations every second, was actually thinking. He
thought some computers could learn to imitate human thought and speech so well that they could
seem human. Scientists still call this the “Turing Test.” In 2014, in a test, a computer program
impersonated a teenage boy so well that it fooled about one-third of the judging panel.

Despite his great accomplishments, Turing was persecuted for being homosexual during a
time when that was illegal in Great Britain. He was arrested, threatened with jail, and forced to
take certain drugs. This led to depression and his death at age 41, widely considered to be
suicide. Homosexuality remained illegal in Great Britain until 1967, more than ten years after
Turing died. In 2009, British Prime Minister Gordon Brown officially apologized to Alan Turing,
calling his treatment “horrifying” and saying the country owed him a huge debt.



River otter believed to be extinct discovered in Argentina
Recently, researchers in Argentina spotted a giant river otter in the wild for the first time

since the 1980s. River otters are the largest members of the weasel family, weighing up to 75
pounds and reaching lengths of up to six feet. Giant river otters went locally extinct in Argentina
in the 1980s due to habitat loss and hunting. In late May, while taking a kayak trip, a
conservationist named Sebastián Di Martino saw a giant river otter in the wild and captured a
video of it on his cell phone. The researchers still aren’t sure how the individual river otter ended
up in Argentina. It’s possible, the researchers say, that a small population has remained
undetected in Argentina for the last 40 years. But they say this theory is unlikely because giant
river otters are social creatures that spend most of their lives in large groups. The other
possibility is that the otter traveled over 600 miles to Argentina from the Pantanal of Paraguay,
which is home to the closest river otter population.

Giant river otters are important members of their ecosystems. Because of the crucial role
river otters play in their environments, conservation groups already had plans to reintroduce
giant river otters back into the wild in Argentina. This is part of a larger project to reintroduce
top predators, including jaguars, back to their natural environments in South America. Experts
say that the reappearance of the otter proves an important point about protecting natural areas.
They say that if certain areas are protected, animals that disappeared can return and transform the
ecosystem.



Pictured below are 3 of the 13 different otter species. Otters are known for their long slim
bodies and short limbs. They feed mostly on fish, frogs, crabs, crayfish, and other shellfish.
Because of how much time they spend in water, otters have developed strong, webbed feet to
help them swim. And like seals, otters can hold their breath for a very long time—some can hold
their breath for up to 8 minutes!

The top left image shows a sea otter. These animals were discovered by German
zoologist Georg Wilhelm Steller in 1741 after he was shipwrecked on Bering Island off the coast
of Russia. Sea otters are one of only a few animals that use tools to solve problems. They use
rocks to crack open the crabs and clams that make up a significant portion of their diet. Sea otters
spend the majority of their lives in water, and as a result, have the thickest fur of any mammal.
Sea otters are also highly social animals that spend most of their lives in large groups. They sleep
by floating on their backs, and often either hold onto each other for safety or wrap kelp around
themselves before going to sleep.

The photo on the right shows two North American river otters. River otters, like many of
the other otter species, are known to be very playful. They build waterslides on river shores and
use wrestling as a means to develop fighting and hunting skills.

The bottom image shows a group of smooth-coated otters. These animals live mostly in
southeast Asia. One group of smooth-coated otters has adapted to living in city areas in
Singapore. These otters have become celebrities in their home country and have been seen
building dens, also called holts, underneath bridges and buildings.



Zimbabwe woman feeds community and fights climate change with insect farm
The woman you see below is 33-year-old Zimbabwe farmer Esnath Divasoni. Divasoni

isn’t an ordinary farmer; she doesn’t grow crops or raise livestock. Instead, she manages an
edible insect farm in the city of Marondera in eastern Zimbabwe.After studying agricultural
science at a university in Costa Rica, Divasoni decided she wanted to find a way to fight food
insecurity in her community and around the globe. Food insecurity is a major issue in Zimbabwe.
The problem has been made worse in recent years by the effects of climate change. As droughts
and floods become more common, crop yields are reduced, leading to hunger and poverty

Because she had loved eating insects as a young person, Divasoni wanted to find a way
for families in her community to have easy access to edible insects. So, in 2020, she created an
edible-insect production area inside a small room on her parents’ farm. She learned that crickets
are a cheap and sustainable food source. Crickets are also nutritious: they are low in fat, but high
in protein and vitamins. Growing crickets also has much less effect on the environment than
raising livestock. Divasoni’s method of insect farming is simple and doesn’t require much space
or equipment. Today, she can produce around 1,000 crickets every five to eight weeks. Divasoni
hopes to spread her method of cricket farming around Zimbabwe. She’s already taught 15
women in her area how to create cricket farms, and each of those women has begun to train other
women. Divasoni says her model of insect farming could be easily reproduced in other African
countries.



Entomophagy is not a new idea. From the definition below, what does this word mean?
(The practice of eating bugs.) Insects have formed an important part of people’s diets for
thousands of years. In fact, about 2 billion people around the world are doing it today, especially
in Asia and Central and South America. Here you see insects for sale at a food market in
Cambodia.

There are more than 7.8 billion people on the planet, and that number continues to grow.
Approximately one billion of these people suffer chronic hunger. Experts say that this problem
will only get worse if we don’t find solutions. In order to feed all the people on the planet, we
will have to nearly double our current food production by the year 2030. This will be very
difficult to do if we rely on meat. Raising cattle, pigs, and other animals takes up a lot of land,
and uses a lot of water and other resources. Raising insects uses much less land and much less
water. That’s why so many experts are pointing to insects as a solution to the world food crisis.
Another major advantage to raising insects is that there are a LOT of them. How many? (10
quintillion.) A quintillion is a billion billion, or one followed by 18 zeroes. With careful
planning, we could incorporate insects into our diet — and never run out. In addition, insect
farming would produce a fraction of the greenhouse gases produced by livestock, and would
create less pollution on land and in the water. Edible insects are also a very healthful food. Not
only are they high in protein and low in fat, they are also rich in minerals such as iron, calcium
magnesium and zinc. Of course, there is one big drawback to eating insects: the “yuck factor.”



Photo project connects seniors to nature
One of today’s most interesting art projects has been going on for several years. “Eyes as

Big as Plates” is a collaboration between photographers Riitta Ikonen — REEtah ee-KOH-nehn
—, from Iceland, and Karoline Hjorth — KAH-ro-line YORT —, from Norway. This project
features striking pictures of older people from around the world, with a twist: these subjects
literally become parts of their local landscapes! The photographers say that their work is meant
to show the dignity and strength of elderly people, as well as their senses of humor.

One photo here shows a woman named Brit. She is a ceramic artist from Trondheim,
Norway. In her work, Brit often uses the blue clay found near Trondheim. So, she and the
photographers came up with the perfect way to show her connection to this material: by covering
her in it. Another subject here is Mamadou T oucouleur — MAH-mahdoo too-cooLUER —,
who lives in the village of Ndos in Senegal. Where is Senegal? (In Western Africa.) This
gentleman, who is the head of his village, owns a plantation of lemon and mango trees.
Mamadou also heads the tree re-plantation project in Ndos. Here, he poses with branches from
his neem trees, the leaves of which are used in medicines.

In 2016, the photographers visited villages near the city of PyeongChang, South Korea.
They did this in advance of the Winter Olympics, which were to be held in PyeongChang two
years later. Mr.Oh, the third subject here, is a resident of one of these villages. Although he runs
several businesses in the city, he wanted to be photographed wearing a garland of local plants.



Country of the Week: Costa Rica
Costa Rica has been called the “jewel” of Central America. Central America is the

narrow strip of land between North and South America bordered by water on both sides. What
countries border Costa Rica? (Nicaragua and Panama.)

Costa Rica is known as a place of stunning natural beauty. In addition to beautiful
beaches and mountains, Costa Rica has abundant rainforests that support many unique species of
plants and animals. The country is home to 1,500 different species of trees, and 850 different
species of birds, thousands of butterflies and moths, and even four native species of monkeys.
One of these species is the Central American squirrel monkey, which lives in the southwestern
region of Costa Rica. This species is currently considered endangered. Costa Rica is one of the
“greenest” countries in the Americas. The government protects about 30 percent of its land, and
in 2012, it became the first country in the Americas to ban recreational hunting.

These measures make sense for Costa Rica’s economy as well. The country’s ecotourism
industry brings in about $2 billion a year. The population of Costa Rica is just over 5 million
people. San José is the capital and largest city in Costa Rica. A little more than 2 million people
live in and around San José, and it is located in the center of the country. San José is home to
some of the best colleges in all of Central America, as well as many cultural landmarks. Costa
Rica’s economy has historically been dependent on agriculture, but recently newer industries like
tourism have taken over. Costa Rica is now the most-visited nation in Central America. Exports
of electronic equipment manufactured in Costa Rica are also important. The president of Costa
Rica is Carlos Alvarado Quesada. He has been in office since May 2018.



Very little is known about Costa Rica’s native people, who vanished long ago. The
Diquís— dee-KEESE—people left hundreds of stone spheres, like the one shown here, in
western Costa Rica. They are hand carved, and most are over 800 years old. But no one today
knows who carved them, why, or how they were able to create such perfect spheres.

Costa Rica got its name in 1502 from Christopher Columbus himself. Columbus saw the
gold jewelry and decoration worn by the native people, and he named the land “Costa Rica.”
What does this translate to in English? (“Rich coast.”) Many Spanish people moved to Costa
Rica to find gold. They didn’t find it, but stayed to farm the rich soil. Costa Rica remained under
Spanish control until 1821, and it gained full independence in 1838. Today, most Costa Ricans
are at least partly Spanish, but there is also a large population of Costa Ricans of African descent.
Most of these Costa Ricans are descended from Jamaicans who were brought to Costa Rica to
work on plantations in the early 1900s. For much of the 20th century, AfroCosta Ricans weren’t
considered to be citizens by the government. That changed when José Figueres
Ferrer—hoh-ZAY feeGUAIR-ess FAIR-air—became president in 1948. Figueres Ferrer gave
Afro-Costa Ricans and women the right to vote, promoted education, and even abolished the
country’s military.

Today, Figueres Ferrer is one of Costa Rica’s national heroes. Costa Rica has been a
stable democracy since 1950 — the longest time for any Latin American country. Oxcarts,
known in Costa Rica as las carretas, are an important part of the country’s national culture. Las
carretas are typically painted with vibrant colors arranged in intricate patterns.



This Week in History: WWI
World War One began with a famous political murder in the city of Sarajevo —

sah-rah-YAY-voh. For the next four weeks, European nations played a dangerous game of
alliances, threats, and bluster. That month was called the “July Crisis.” On July 28, 1914, 107
years ago this week, World War One officially began, and lasted for four more years. One month
before the start of the war, on June 28th, Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria was shot and
killed along with his wife, Duchess Sophie, as they rode in their carriage to visit a Sarajevo
museum. Sarajevo is now located in the nation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but at the time, it was
part of Austria-Hungary. Serbian extremists committed this murder because they wanted their
own nation, independent of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. But Franz Ferdinand’s older brother,
Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph the First, was not about to give up Serbia without a fight.

This conflict would have stayed local were it not for the many tangled alliances in the
region. For example, the Serbs were backed by Russia, which wanted territory in the area.
Austria-Hungary was backed by Germany , which wanted influence in Europe. Russia had
signed an agreement with England and France. German Emperor Wilhelm II wanted to fight; he
was sure Germany would win a short war with no real opposition. Finally, after one month of
intense diplomatic talks, Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia. Within the next few days,
most of the nations in Europe also declared war on one side or another. Germany declared war on
Russia on August 1, 1914. At top right you see German soldiers going off to war. Why do you
think they look so happy? The “July Crisis” had turned into a full-fledged war — one that would
end up costing more than 16 million lives.



Remember When . . .
When we were young, cameras seemed like magic. Just by pressing a button, we could

capture an image that would last forever! Do you remember being astounded by this?
These remarkable devices have gone through many changes over the years; they have

gotten smaller, more sophisticated, and easier to use. In fact, most people now just use their cell
phones to take pictures and video. But there is something about a real camera that stimulates the
imagination — and, some would argue, that still takes better pictures. The word “camera” comes
from the Latin for “room.” That is because the earliest kind, the camera obscura, was built like a
tiny room. These boxes have a small hole at the front that lets in light. This hole lets in light,
creating an upside-down image inside the box. Did you ever make a camera obscura when you
were young? Later, scientists became aware that silver salts and certain other chemicals
permanently darkened when exposed to light. But it wasn’t until the early 1800s that inventors
figured out how to combine these two ideas to create permanent images by combining light with
photosensitive paper to create pictures that would never fade. Soon, this photosensitive paper had
been replaced with canisters of film. When light came through the camera lens, it made an image
on this film called a “negative.” What do film negatives look like? (Light colors look dark, and
dark colors look light.) Photographers projected these negatives onto paper and then bathed the
picture in certain chemicals to fix the image onto them.

The Kodak Brownie first came out in 1900. The Brownie was an inexpensive,
easy-to-use point and shoot camera. It revolutionized photography, making it available to
everyone, even children. It was the camera of choice for soldiers in World War Two, teenagers
practicing their skills, and grandparents who took many shots of the family. Did you or your
children ever own a Kodak Brownie?



The Argus C-3 camera shown here was one of the most popular cameras in history, selling about
2 million units between 1939 and 1966. Do you remember cameras that looked like this? Over
time, cameras became more sophisticated…and some were very expensive. Some hobbyists
became obsessed with finding new telephoto lenses, filters, and dependable flashbulbs. Others,
however, were simpler in their needs, wanting to just point and shoot without a lot of fuss. These
people were thrilled when the first Polaroid camera became available in 1948. This camera could
develop its own pictures in less than 60 seconds. Did you or your family ever have a Polaroid
camera? What did you like about it? What other kinds of home cameras can you remember?

Home movie cameras were another important innovation for the mass market. These
cameras were commercially available starting in the 1920s, but they did not become universally
popular until after World War Two. Home movie cameras made it possible to create your own
films, preserving action as well as images. Early home movies were silent. But in the 1960s, a
new film format called Super 8 was able to record sound. These, however, were made obsolete
when home camcorders became available in the 1970s.












